
Easter Vase & Paper Flowers

To celebrate Easter why not create your own vase and 
spring flowers to go on the table for Easter lunch!

Tools and Materials:

- Coloured Paper
- Scissors
- Pencil
- Glue Stick
- Empty and clean plastic bottle



First to make the vase - take your empty plastic bottle - 
take the lid off so you can squeeze it so you can make a cut 
in it. Once you have made the cut then you can cut all the 
way around to create your vase.

Put your vase to one side as we can come back to it - now 
to create your flowers! What kind of flowers do you want to 
create? Before you create your flowers first we need stalks. 
Take your green paper and cut it in half glue one of the 
edges and roll it up like so. You should end with stalks 
looking like this - although if you don’t want to use paper 
you could also use straws if you prefer!



Now to create the flower heads - we really like pink and 
blue but there is no limit to what you can do!

Once you are happy with the flower shapes you can cut 
them out



So now to make the middle bit of your flower - we folded 
our paper to make it quicker and easier to cut out circles 
from

Now you can stick them onto the petals



Once you are happy with the flower heads you can attach 
them to the stems - we used a glue stick but if you are 
worried about them falling off you can always use sellotape 
to make them a bit stronger!

Now to make the vase Easter like! What do you think of 
when you think of Easter? We thought of Easter Eggs and 
chicks! Draw out your decorations so you can cut them out 
and stick them on - we put two different coloured pieces of 
paper together to make cutting out and drawing quicker



Now you can stick the eggs on - we chose two colours so 
we could alternate them so it looks nice and colourful!



 Now for the chicks - draw a shape a bit like the eggs but 
less pointy, when happy you can cut them out

What the chick needs is a beak - we drew a square with a 
triangle sticking out either side like so



Fold the beaks on the edge of the square shape to make it 
look like the chicks are cheeping and stick them on and 
give them some eyes with the pencil

Once you are happy with your chicks you can stick them on 
to the vase - we did ours like the points of the compass - 
North, South, East & West.



And there you have it your very own Easter Vase & Paper 
Flowers


